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there's no doubt that friends is one of the greatest sitcoms of all time, and we're always sad when it's gone. but we're also excited by the prospect of the next new show, tim and eric's billion dollar movie, which premieres in the us in march. the first trailer for the new comedy has just been
released and it's everything we could have hoped for. in the episode, monica and chandler agree to have sex for the first time when they have dinner at the french restaurant chez jacques. but when they try to tell their friend, rachel, they realise they've never actually done it before. the friends

try to help them out with a little sexual experience. from here on out, the friends will prove to be the best sex teacher ever. friends is the perfect show for people who like to drink - the show's two creators have said that the show would have never been made without alcohol. the gang are served
beer by waiter pete ( bill lawrence ), who is introduced in season 2, episode 6. he looks a little like matt leblanc and has a marvellous catchphrase: 'would you like your beer with a wink, or a smile?'pete ends up getting fired from the restaurant for being too friendly to his customers. in one of the
most important episodes of the entire show, joey and chandler start dating monica's sister, rachel. but as they grow closer, chandler starts to feel left out. by the end of the episode, rachel is ready to end her friendship with joey, but joey realises it's something he wants to pursue. the episode is

called the one with the dream wedding. sometimes you just need a little bit of help when you want to have a good time with your friends. luckily, the friends can always count on joey, who takes over for phoebe in central perk after her death. he even gets into the act, as he starts a new
bartending job at the same restaurant. he says he misses phoebe, but that doesn't stop him from having fun.
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